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After a particularly rough day/week/month, many of us have asked ourselves this very 
question; is it time for a new job?  Certainly, if you find yourself pondering that question often, 
your answer is probably clear---yes!   
 
If, however, you’ve asked that question without first considering why you’ve been in a tough 
streak of unsatisfying work days, you may be missing some obvious need for self-improvement 
to ensure that you’re focused on the ‘real’ priorities at work, that you’ve met the expectations of 
others (so, yes, they first have to be clarified), or that you’ve clearly defined your own 
expectations of those who report to you.  In my opinion, the first real discussion someone 
should have when starting to think about a job change is with themselves; you MUST look in 
the mirror and have that very candid talk with yourself!  Have you done all you reasonably can 
to make this work?  Have you improved those areas you’ve been told need to improve, or that 
you yourself know are deficient. 
 
If you’ve done all those things and still find yourself coming back to a ‘yes’ to the job change 
question, its likely time to approach the job search as diligently as you (hopefully) do your 
regular job! 
 
As an executive search firm owner, you can imagine that I look at a lot of resumes each day.  
I’ve seen the outstanding, the good, the bad and the VERY ugly of resumes and cover letters.  
And, I’m certain that many fine candidates have been overlooked simply because they have not 
made a very good initial impression with these documents, or with their email inquiries (which 
are about as important in this day and age).  As much as has been written, and as much as 
universities and other professional development resources have focused on it, one would think 
that this form of presentation of one’s credentials would be much better as a whole than it is! 
 
A few points that I share with folks looking to start a new job search: 
 

- Remember the old, but still VERY relevant adage, “You only have one chance to 
make a first impression!”  Those initial email inquires, resumes and cover letters 
where there are several misspellings or poor grammar and punctuation make a solid 
[negative] first impression and often cause you to lose out before you’ve even begun. 

- A resume and cover letter are simply ‘door openers’.  They clearly aren’t able to tell 
one’s whole story, but they MUST leave the reader wanting to meet you!  I often 
suggest to candidates to simply change the name on the resume and cover letter, 
read it themselves and then ask, “Would I want to meet this person after reading 



about them?”  If that candid and introspective answer is no, or even maybe, then 
there is likely a redraft needed.  The key strategy to keep in mind, and why its 
important to obsess over these details, is that you’ll never get the new position if you 
can’t get to the interview table; you can’t get to the interview table without causing 
someone to want to meet you by making that decision solely based on what they read 
about you. 

- Assume nothing.  By this, I mean that no matter how well known your present 
club/property is, or what your achievements have been, assume that the reader of 
your information knows nothing.  While you can’t/shouldn’t write a Harry Potter 
trilogy, you need to identify important achievements (both qualified and quantified 
where possible).  Don’t write a ‘job description’, but rather remember to keep things 
of importance noted---it tends to show what you believe to be priorities that have 
helped you be successful. 

- Make sure it’s factual and verifiable.  While this may seem obvious, we still see things 
claimed as facts, when in fact they aren’t true or there is simply no way to measure 
them.  If, for example, you didn’t graduate from college, don’t claim or make it 
appear that you did.  Most positions don’t have that as an absolute requirement, but 
when a resume is written to either state that a degree has been obtained when it 
hasn’t, or leaves the strong impression that is has when it hasn’t, a quick check of the 
facts may prove otherwise and immediately cause you to be removed from 
consideration.  On the ‘impossible to measure’ side of things we often see, people will 
claim to have improved “satisfaction”, “morale”, “conditions”, etc., but those claims 
are most often made on a subjective basis.  If there is no means of supporting such 
claims (surveys, as one example, can do it), the claim should not be on a resume. 

- Cover letters are very important!  But, a generic cover letter that tells the reader all 
the great things you’ve done is okay, but a great cover letter shows that the writer has 
taken the time to understand the needs of the club/property he/she is applying to, 
and has clearly ‘connected the dots’ between his/her skills and success and those 
needs of the club.  People who are able to do that have a much higher chance of 
getting to the interview table than those who don’t. 

- Unless you’re really good with Microsoft Word or whatever document software you 
use, have a professional work with you on the presentation and format of your 
resume.  While we’d all agree that its what you accomplish that should be most 
important, I’ll state it again---if you can’t get to the interview table, it really doesn’t 
matter what you’ve done!  And, to get to that table, you have to recognize that the 
presentation form you use must be at least as good as the actual work you do! 

 
In today’s world, making the decision that it’s time for a job change isn’t an easy one.  Making 
sure that it’s for the right reasons is most important.  It’s often much easier to figure out what 
you need to do at your present job to improve your role---whether it’s improving your 
communication, your style, your responsiveness, etc.---than it is to start the time consuming, 
mentally draining, life disrupting effort of looking for a new job.  It’s got to be for the right 
reasons and only after you’ve exhausted all other efforts to make it work for you at the present 
one. 
 
If you’re thinking about moving for the next logical step in your career, make sure that your 
sights on the new role are realistic, and that you’ve thought about the priorities---family, what 



you like best to do, where you truly would enjoy living, etc.---before getting excited and ‘going 
after’ that new position.  And, NEVER go after a new position without having full commitment 
to do so, and without believing that if given the opportunity (assuming all else lines up) that 
you’ll be ready to take it.  It’s not fair to a prospective employer to simply be out there ‘kicking 
tires’ to see what you can get, without having the intention of actually accepting the job if 
things fall in place.  This goes for having realistic expectations for salary and benefits.  
Finally, the process of finding a new position can, at times, take months.  It’s always better to 
be looking while in a position than it is to look while out of work.  Before leaving a position, 
make sure that you’re doing it for the right reasons…there is no ‘perfect’ position out there and 
sometimes the best thing to do is to take the same time and energy we need to put into a search 
and channel back into our present role, addressing all of the things we’d like to do better.  
You’d be amazed at how much more satisfying your present role can be after doing so, or how 
much more clearly you can see making a change will improve things for you! 
 
It seems simple and basic, but it just doesn’t seem to happen ‘first’ as often as it should! 
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